Nigel Calcutt
Aarhus University
“Effects of lithium on the kidney collecting duct”

May 7th

Marina Mapelli
European Institute Of Oncology
“Molecular crosstalk between fate determination and orientation in epithelial cell divisions”

May 21st

Benjamin Rothé
EPFL
“Flow-sensing by primary cilia: Dissecting the role of Biccl ribonucleoprotein particles”

June 4th

Ellen Blaak
Maastricht University
“Microbial phenotype in the etiology of cardiometabolic disease: implications for precision nutrition”

June 18th

Nigel Calcutt
University of California San Diego
“Lost in Translation: getting humans to be more like mice.”

June 20th

Gérard Karsenty
Columbia University Medical Center
“The impact of bone on whole-organism physiology: why and how?”

July 7th

Hiroki Ueda
University of Tokyo
“Towards Human Systems Biology of Sleep/Wake Cycles: Phosphorylation Hypothesis of Sleep”

July 9th

Erica Van de Waal
UNIL
“Lab cognition going wild: field experiments on wild vervet monkeys”

July 11th